NIAGARA PENINSULA AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

Your

November 2020

Feedline

Virtual ZOOM Meeting 7pm Thursday, Feb. 12th. Update your membership to attend.

LEST WE FORGET

Special Event Station, OP20FENIKS, will operate near the memorial of World War I Hill 62,
Sanctuary Wood Museum, during the month of November 2020. HF all-modes operation. Canadian
troops have paid with their lives to keep us free. Let’s remember their sacrifice on Nov. 11th and
throughout the year. Acrylic on canvas by artist Kate Kelly, Dublin, Ireland.
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Let us remember our veterans Wednesday 11am, Nov. 11th ONTARS 3.755MHz
Linda, VA3IFF and the Guelph ARC group will host that hour on ONTARS from the Hammond
Museum. She will read "In Flanders Fields" as a reminder of our freedom. Join Linda and her
husband Mike, VE3MKY, for that special hour. ONTARS is honoured to host this presentation.

Barry,VE3ISX, ONTARS Net Manager

__________________________________________________________________________

President’s Message
Steady as she goes is the best that I can put it for this month. I hope everyone is doing well.
Your executive has been working hard trying to navigate the club through the pandemic. We
have had some successes that we are pleased to announce.
First of all, you will see the guest speaker schedule for the next few months. We have great
presentations lined up into next year. Our meetings will be via Zoom with the guest speakers
presenting first. We will take care of any club business after the presentation. As usual, I will
try to keep our business portion as short as possible.
This month we have Dana Shtun, VE3DS, giving a presentation on Meteor Scatter. After
Dana’s presentation we have a some very special business to handle. I ask that all members
please stick around afterwards for a very important announcement.
Speaking of members, I sent a personal invite to everyone who has not renewed this year.
This is the last time I am going to mention this topic because we are moving ahead. Like I
said last month, things are tight and we will be depending on membership to get us through
our essential spending. NPARC needs to remain strong as we have a long history in the
Niagara region.
NPARC has several activities ongoing despite the COVID situation. We will be assisting in
the Niagara Falls Santa Claus Parade on November 14th. We could use a few more
volunteers to help. Several club members participated in the Niagara ARES SET last
weekend. It was a successful operation testing out emergency communications in a
simulated disaster.
We have a New Ham Class ongoing. The group is about halfway through and will write the
exam next month. We will start up Tech Nights again after the holidays. We may have small
in person meetings as well as virtual Zoom meetings. Look for announcements via the
NPARC website and groups.io.
Finally, hot off the press is the 2020 Field Day results. NPARC is officially listed with an
aggregate score of 8768 points with 15 entries. A bit of trivia but this was the first time
NPARC fell under section GTA. We made up 14% of GTA’s entries. We will be running
Winter Field Day the same way. I am hoping the WFD organizers allow aggregate scoring as
well. Everyone please be safe and see you next week at the Zoom Meeting.

Steve, VA3FLF, President
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Niagara Falls Santa Claus Parade Sat. Nov. 14th.
VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED
New Covid format. Parade stationary while families drive route.
Contact David Jarman VE3RNF david_j(at)bell.net
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NPARC & NIAGARA ARES MEMBERS HOLD TRAINING EXERCISE
NIAGARA ICE CAPADES
While area hospitals were out-of-bounds due to COVID 19 for the annual Niagara ARES SET
training Saturday, Oct. 31th, a group of twelve undertook to establish voice and digital
communications from locations around the region to test their skills and equipment. Packet
messages, Winlink, were exchanged within the Niagara Region plus the GTA ARES Group, Eastern
Ontario and Ottawa.VHF/UHF voice, a two-person net control station, packet, VARA-FM and VARAHF were all part of the exercise. The incident code name, Niagara Ice Capades, refers to a mock
winter storm complete with freezing rain and heavy wet snow causing area wide blackouts.
Photos showing NPARC & ARES members, Kevin,VE3RRH, top right, Glenn VE3NDW, lower left,
Mark,VA3BGL, right. Top left is interior of VA3FLF Steve’s vehicle set up.
Henry ,VA3OV, Group Coordinator Niagara ARES
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THE U5 STORY
This story starts back in December last year when I realized that I had two different brands of
radios,Yaseau and ICOM- and each brand had a different way of “computerizing”. I’d been using a
Signal Link set up for the Yaseau but when I wanted to run FT-8 on the ICOM, I had to not only get a
new interconnecting cable, but change the jumper pins inside the Signal Link. Now the signal link is
famous for breaking those little jumpers off, and that causes big problems (yes, I know you can buy
those fancy “chips” for the Signal Link as well, but you still have to open it up to remove and replace
the “chip”) ! In addition, because the ICOM 7000 is essentially two radios in one box, I turns out
that the PTT line for the HF and the PTT line for the VHF/UHF are on different pins, so to run it
properly, you need the ICOM C-IV (computer control) adapter. I wanted to update my software, so
it was time to maybe look for another Signal Link. Wow, these things have got expensive now, and it’s
nearly impossible to find one used- they are so much in demand! Someone suggested that they had
seen a “U5” (Universal Link series 5) black box advertised somewhere, and it does the same thing as
the signal link. I found one on Banggood for about $75 Cdn, taxes in, delivered (less than half the
price of a new Signal Link) and since the advertisement said it works with the ICOM 7000, (as well
as various Yaseau models) I went ahead and ordered one. Due to CoVID-19 the delivery was
somewhat delayed, it didn’t show up until about early March (see photo below).

There was no way to get this thing to work with an ICOM- wrong number of pins, no CI-V interface,
etc. I ended up calling China and I got an e-mail address- Sure I could send it back, but it would cost
me more than $25 Cdn and that is without insurance, so I decided to keep it and maybe sell it off at
a flea market or something. I must have made someone upset at Banggood when I suggested they at
least change the description on the web site- and I did leave negative feedback (yes, I admit I do buy a
lot of stuff from Banggood) and I got a call, believe it or not, from the supposed designer- he spoke
some English. Basically, what he said was that I should be using the “Universal” data bus, the 6 pin
mini DIN connector on the back (see photo on right above). I explained that ICOM doesn’t use a 6
pin data bus, at least in the 7000 series units, it’s an 8 pin data bus for some of the ICOMS, but in the
case of the 7000, it has a 13 pin connector. He said “Ok, I make you one”. What? I wasn’t sure I heard
that right! I asked how much, and he said $80. Cdn. But it might be a while until he could get to it
due to COVID-19 and all. Well, I didn’t really believe it, but I sent the money anyway.
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Guess what, late August or early September, not sure which now, a new U5 link with “For ICOM” stamped on
the front panel showed up (photo on left, above)- at first I thought that was probably not going to work either
when I saw the 8 pin connector on the back, (photo on right, above)but he had also included an 8 pin to 13
pin adapter cable (photo on left, below) as well as incorporating the ICOM CIV feature (photo on right,
above)! Wow that saves $100 right there. And the dang thing works- both on FT-8, and VARA FM as well as
HRD (Ham Radio Deluxe), and remember the problem with the 7000 with two PTT’s?- well they seem to
have got around that one too. I have since noticed that several Ham sites are now advertising the U5 for
ICOM as “New for 2020”- so I guess it wasn’t just designed for me- but I’d like to think that maybe I got the
ball rolling, so to speak!

The only concern I had was that while the Signal Link has a built in sound card, the U5 uses the
sound card in the computer. Easily solved by getting a USB sound card adapter, about $15.00, (photo
in middle, above) but it turns out you really don’t need it, the U5 is optically isolated, so it should
work even with the high speed version of VARA- just don’t forget to turn off the computer “status”
sounds in the computer audio set up file. The Signal Link (older versions- older than 2020 that is)
have a problem with the high speed VARA since they are transformer isolated and the higher
frequency will not pass through the transformers.
The only problem was that my newest portable computer doesn’t have a separate output for speaker
or an input for the microphone, it only has a “Gamming” port- this is set up for a gamming headset
with built in microphone. No problem, I bought a couple of gamming port plugs, my original idea was
to make up something, but I defy any man born of women to solder four wires on the dang thing. If
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you want to try, I will give you two new ones free of charge!! There is an easy solution though, buy a
prewired splitter for about $5 on Amazon and Bob’s your uncle, as they say (photo on right above)!
Am I happy with the U5 (s) yes, After getting a “Universal” 6 pin mini DIN adapter cable for the
Yaseau FT-100, I now have both the Yaseau and the ICOM on their own U5’s and they both work like
a charm.You might want to consider one if you need another Signal Link. I’ve yet to try them on
packet, but it is supposed to work ok as well- if you can find a good packet program that is- the
search continues. I’ve also made up an adapter to operate the Yaseau U5 with the FT-60/FT-70 hand
held units, yes, it does connect ok to VE3ZPW-10, but that is another story.

Glenn Holden VE3NDW.
______________________________________________________________________________

MAN POWER LIFTS MASSIVE YAGI SKYWARD.

St. Catharines amateur, Glenn Wyant,VA3DX, blue jacket, and friends pulled his 4 element 20m thru
6m SteppIR back up the 72’ Trylon tower in mid October. The EHU, a motor that sends a copper
strip through the hollow aluminum element, had issues and was replaced. Climbing and connecting
was Dave,VE3OI. The backyard tower has a 40m and a 30m rotary dipole above the beam and a 6m
vertical. This SteppIR has 6 elements on 6 metres. VA3ONO photos.
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NEW FALL HAM CLASS UPDATE - Steve VA3FLF
The Basic Amateur Radio Class is progressing quickly with the
group approaching the half way point. Classes are Thursday
night at Black Creek Community Centre, in Stevensville. It is a
small group and they are complying with COVID restrictions.
This doesn’t seem to be deterring the group as they are
determined to complete the course and write their exams
around the middle of December.
We will require Elmer’s for the group so if you are interested
please let Steve,VA3FLF, know. Club member VE3WRP, Paul
Walker’s spouse, Lise, is working toward her license. We wish
the group the best of luck. The class members are: Dr.
Roland A. Bradshaw, Christopher Chin Yet, Joyce
Ann Notarfranco, Jon McMillian, Rob Pressey, Bryan
Lowes, Malcolm Williams and Lise Walker. As the club

owns the Zoom meeting app, a virtual New Ham Academy may
be revised in early 2021.
________________________________________________________________________________________

NPARC General Meeting Minutes October 8, 2020
Held via Zoom. 19 in attendance. Meeting called to order 7:10 pm
Minutes of previous meeting accepted as printed in the Feedline
Upcoming Events
Niagara Falls Santa Claus Parade November 14, 2020, 3:00 to 5:00 pm—due to the pandemic, this
year the parade will be done in reverse, that is, the exhibits will be on the sidewalk and the
spectators will drive by.Volunteers are needed to help with traffic flow. A map of the route is
available online. Email David Jarman VE3RNF if interested in helping.
Tailgate Treasures October 17, 2020 at Black Creek Community Centre—Twenty-one vendors have
signed up so far. The event is pending approval from the city and the local board of health. Check
nparc.ca or Groups.io to verify, as cancellation could be at the last minute. Contact Henry Jarzyna
VA3OV to participate.
Unfortunately, the Big Event in February is cancelled, because it isn’t workable under the current
pandemic restrictions. We are looking at the possibility of an outdoor event in the spring.
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Treasurer’s Report
Materials for the transition to John Lorenc VA3WM were received by him on September 25th. The
new club officers will soon be authorized by Meridian. We are to pay $250.00 to Black Creek for
cleaning fees associated with the New Ham class. RAC insurance will be taken care of shortly as well.
Our income this year will be mostly from membership dues since there is a dearth of events in
which to be involved. We will be running at a deficit to meet expenses, but we have adequate
resources to cover any shortfall.
Membership Issues
It has been determined that membership cards are now redundant. We have had problems in the past
with people paying their dues and then not coming to meetings, meaning that we are stuck with
printed and laminated cards which are not being used. A motion was brought forward that we stop
printing membership cards as of this year, and that an emailed receipt will be adequate proof of
membership. The motion was seconded by David Jarman and was carried by anonymous online vote.
ARES
The ACT exercise will be taking place on October 31st. It is a Canada wide event. The subject this
year is a severe winter storm. NPARC is proud to have the first Winlink packet VARA gateway in
Canada, which is hosted by Jack Benes VE3ZPW in Fonthill.
Repeater Update
All repeaters are functioning well. It is worth a reminder that VE3RNR is Fusion enabled and has
Wires X capability. Issues with RNR are now fixed and the Wires X link is functioning normally.
Membership Committee
Glen Holden VE3NDW and Geddie Holden VE3CJX have been asked to keep track of members who
have not renewed, to check on them. Also, to reach out to licensed hams in Niagara and invite them
to join NPARC. Out of twenty-five people who have recently got their ham licenses, only seven or
eight have joined NPARC. A motion was brought forward that a membership committee be formally
formed in order to help attract members to the club. This was seconded by Henry VA3OV and
carried by online anonymous voting.
A presentation was brought by Steve Riddle VA3FLF regarding Navigating the Year with Success
More Upcoming Events
The Social Net on VE3RAF is still going strong at 9:00 am weekdays. Remember to check Groups.io
for updates.
Future Meeting Speakers
November—Dana Shtun VE3DS Topic: Meteor Scatter
December—Al Boyd VE3AJB Topic: Hotspots
January—Phil BcBride Topic: DXpeditions
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February—Steve Riddle VA3FLF Winter Field Day
A suggestion was brought forward that we seek out Elmers and ask if they would be willing to be put
on a list on nparc.ca so that people who need help can contact them

Tech Nights—Henry VA3OV
Some virtual tech nights have taken place. Henry would like to contact Brian regarding doing some
tech nights at Black Creek around the old repeaters we have removed from their sites. A collection
could be taken to offset the extra cleaning costs. The cleaning fee is for the day regardless of how
long we are in the building, so Saturday may be better for some in person tech classes.
Meeting was adjourned at 9:00 pm

April Lewis,VE3BHG, Secretary
__________________________________________________________________________

FUND RAISING TO CREATE CLUB HAM SHACK IN STEVENSVILLE
Plans are moving forward to create a solid HF and VHF/UHF radio station available for members at
Blackcreek Community centre in Stevensville. It started as a wish in someone’s mind and it started
to grow. We have most of the components to make it happen. Tower, a triband HF beam, rotor and
controller, some coax, HF vertical 5 bands,VHF and UHF beams and vertical. Most of this equipment
was donated to the community centre. Some HF and VHF/UHF transceiver are available. All we need
is to assemble all the pieces to bring it to reality. Funds need to be raised to cover the expenses.
If we want a remote club station, we have to build it together and be proud of our achievements.

Henry, VA3OV, Vice President
_______________________________________________________________

Steve Riddle, VA3FLF, President, Henry Jarzyna, VA3OV, Vice President
John Lorenc, VA3WM, Treasurer, April Lewis, VE3BHG, Secretary.
VE3NRS Club Net, Wed., 8pm 147.240MHz, + 107.2 Tone.
Membership information available at nparc.ca
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OVER TO ME ……
It’s finally happened,,,, Maybe!
Have you turned on your HF radio in the last few weeks and noticed more signals? The sun
spot and solar flux numbers have been increasing. One of my favourite DX bands is 17
metres. I have a mono band end fed antenna up about 30 ft running NNW-SSE. In mid
October I worked Budd, W3FF/P in southern California and Jeremy, AH6V in Hawaii
barefoot around1pm local time. Budd called for QRP stations a few minutes later and I
dropped the power to 5 watts and gave him another call. He remembered my name and gave
me a 55. Radio pundits say the new Solar Cycle 25 has begun. Let’s keep our fingers crossed!
I received a unique QSL card last month. A number 10 business enveloped postmarked in
New Orleans. It was stuffed with a 28-page ‘Cajun Coast’ Visitors Guide and contained a QSL
card for a 20m QSO I had with W5BMC, operator, Rudy. Also a pamphlet from the Historic
Southwest Reef Lighthouse in Berwick, Louisiana. The postage was $1.20 USD. The
Bayouland Emergency Amateur Radio Service, also known as BEARS, must be partnering with
the area’s tourist authority to cover the costs. Perhaps NPARC could make a deal with
Niagara Region and hold a yearly Niagara QSO Party and mail tourist brochures and a special
QSL card promoting our area to hams around the world. After COVID people will want to
start travelling again. And perhaps a little amateur promotion might bring more visitors here.

Denis Cahill,VA3ONO, Editor
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